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THE IDEA
Climbing one of the tallest mountains in the world takes teamwork. Teams
must build trust, communicate effectively, problem solve and push through
challenging times. The Blue Mountain Altitude Challenge takes your team
through the experience of climbing Mount Everest, as represented by the
beautiful Blue Mountains. In this high-energy and extraordinary program, your
team will be tested through a series of competitive challenges as they ascend
through various camps and towards the summit of the mountain. There, your
team will be greeted by the breathtaking views of Georgian Bay and the
surrounding countryside – an unforgettable experience for your entire team.
Take your Blue Mountain event to the very peak of its potetinal with the
innovative Blue Mountain Altitude Challenge – designed and delivered by
Canada's most experienced team development providers!

THE DETAILS

The group will be divided into competitive teams with the objective of
reaching the summit first
At each of the camps along the way, teams will be put through an engaging
and collaborative challenge, as facilitated by Summit's experienced and
skilled staff
In order to progress to the next camp and towards the summit, the team will
need to use and refine their collaborative and communication skills to
overcome each challenge
This exhilarating program will provide your team with a unique opportunity
to experience an unforgeable adventure, while taking in the beautiful natural
scenery of the Blue Mountain escarpment

Our event at Blue Mountain Resort
was delivered in a professional and
fun manner, and Summit catered to
our team's needs and expectations.
The facilitators were knowledgeable
and delivered the program in a
creative way. Overall, the program
was a lot of fun and the team is still
talking about it!

Lenia Eldt,
Poly-Nova Technologies

THE RESULTS
Develop camaraderie and relationships among team members
through a unique shared experience
Develop and refine collaborative problem solving skills through
strategic team challenges designed to enhance various
components of team performance
Boost levels of energy and enthusiasm among groups through
an active and motivational experience

1-800-685-5278
team@summitteambuilding.com
www.summitteambuilding.com

